We describe progress in the development of adjustable grazing incidence X-ray optics for 0.5 arcsec resolution cosmic X-ray imaging. To date, no optics technology is available to blend high resolution imaging like the Chandra X-ray Observatory, with square meter collecting area. Our approach to achieve these goals simultaneously is to directly deposit thin film piezoelectric actuators on the back surface of thin, lightweight Wolter-I or WolterSchwarschild mirror segments. The actuators are used to correct mirror figure errors due to fabrication, mounting and alignment, using calibration and a one-time figure adjustment on the ground. If necessary, it will also be possible to correct for residual gravity release and thermal effects on-orbit.
INTRODUCTION
Astronomers have pushed the frontiers of astrophysics to a time when the Universe was only a fraction of its present age. Beyond the current frontier, we can find the very first stars, black holes and galaxies forming in the Universe. To study these objects requires large telescopes with higher angular resolution and increased collecting area, at all wavelengths. At optical and infrared wavelengths, astronomers are building telescopes with mirrors up to 100 m in diameter equipped with active adaptive optics control to achieve resolution near or at the diffraction limit. At radio wavelengths, a "Square Kilometer Array" interferometer is being planned. For X-ray astronomy, half (0.5) arc-second resolution with a modest collecting area of a few hundred to 10 3 sq. centimeters -the ChandraXrayObservatory -opened a new frontier in astronomy. SMART-X [1] , [2] , a mission concept, would utilize adjustable optics to achieve Chandra-like resolution with 30 times the collecting area, enabling X-ray astronomy to reach the epoch of formation of the first galaxies and supermassive black holes, z ~ 6-10.
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